Estimating tibiofemoral joint contact forces is important for understanding the initiation and progression of knee osteoarthritis. However, tibiofemoral contact force predictions are influenced by many factors including muscle forces and anatomical representations of the knee joint. This study aimed to investigate the influence of subject-specific geometry and knee joint kinematics on the prediction of tibiofemoral contact forces using a calibrated EMG-driven neuromusculoskeletal model of the knee. One participant fitted with an instrumented total knee replacement walked at a self-selected speed while medial and lateral tibiofemoral contact forces, ground reaction forces, whole-body kinematics, and lower-limb muscle activity were simultaneously measured. The combination of generic and subject-specific knee joint geometry and kinematics resulted in four different OpenSim models used to estimate muscle-tendon lengths and moment arms. The subject-specific geometric model was created from CT scans and the subject-specific knee joint kinematics representing the translation of the tibia relative to the femur was obtained from fluoroscopy. The EMG-driven model was calibrated using one walking trial, but with three different cost functions that tracked the knee flexion/extension moments with and without constraint over the estimated joint contact forces. The calibrated models then predicted the medial and lateral tibiofemoral contact forces for five other different walking trials.
enabled flexion/extension, internal/external rotation and adduction/abduction moments at thean anatomical model to estimate muscle-tendon lengths and moment arms, (2) an EMG-to-133 activation model to represent muscle activation dynamics, and (3) a Hill-type muscle model to 134 characterize muscle-tendon contraction dynamics and estimate the forces in the muscle-tendon 135 complex 136
As described above, OpenSim (SimTK, Stanford, USA) was used to create the anatomical model 137 to represent bone geometries and eleven muscle-tendon units: BicFemlh, Biceps femoris short-138 head (BicFemsh), GasLat, GasMed, RectFem, SemiMem, semi-tendinosus (SemiTen), TFL, 139
VastInt, VastLat, and VastMed paths. The OpenSim muscle analysis tool was used to estimate the 140 muscle-tendon lengths, adduction/abduction moment arms about the medial and lateral condyle 141 contact points, and the flexion/extension moment arms from the lower limb kinematics during gait 142 (Delp et al., 2007) . 143
Muscle activation patterns were derived from the EMG data. The raw EMG signals were band-144 pass filtered (30-500 Hz), full wave rectified, low-pass filtered using a zero phase-lag Butterworth 145 filter (4th order, 6Hz cut-off frequency), and normalized by the maximal value of each muscle 146 estimated on both maximal isometric contractions and gait trials. The muscle activation of 147
SemiTend was assumed to be equal to that of SemiMem; BicFemlh and BicFemsh were assumed 148 to be identical; and the muscle activation of VastInt was the average of that from VastLat and 149
VastMed. The transformation from normalized EMG to muscle activation was obtained by 150 including second-order dynamics, electromechanical delay and a non-linear relationship between 151 8
Calibration and prediction process 158
The EMG-driven model was calibrated to each subject by minimising three different cost 159 functions that used the flexion/extension knee joint moments and joint contact forces from theinstrumented implant. The model parameters (muscle activation parameters, strength coefficients, 161 optimal fibre lengths, and tendon slack lengths) were calibrated using simulated annealing 162 (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) to minimise the following three calibration cost functions: 163
: by minimizing the difference between the knee joint flexion/extension moments 164 computed by inverse dynamics ( KFE ID M ) and the EMG-driven model (
: by minimizing i) the differences between the knee joint 167 flexion/extension moments computed by inverse dynamics and the model, and ii) the 168 maximum value of the modelled knee contact force at each condyle (
MC MOD
and
where, i w are weight coefficients used for each parameter during calibration. 171
: by minimizing the differences i) between the knee joint 172 flexion/extension moments computed by inverse dynamics and the model, and ii) between the 173 knee contact force at each condyle computed by the model and measured by the instrumented 174
During the calibration process, the different weighting coefficients were also manually adjusted 177 based on the error between the model estimates and the measurements (in vivo contact force and 178 inverse dynamics results). The values were 1/6, 1/12, 1/200 and 1/400, respectively, for 1 w , 2 w , 3 w 179 and 4 w . Calibration was repeated for each model using each of the six overground gait trials withlowest root mean squared error (RMS error ) between estimated and measured joint contact forces.
detail elsewhere (Winby et al, 2009; Kumar et al, 2012) . This method assumes the medial and 189 lateral contact forces act through one single point for each compartment, separated by the inter-190 condyle distance. Briefly, the contact forces are determined using static equilibrium about the 191 medial and lateral contact points in the tibial frontal plane. Using the medial contact force as an 192 example calculation (Figure 2 ), the external adduction/abduction moment, determined at the 193 lateral contact point via inverse dynamics in OpenSim, was balanced by the muscle moments 194 relative to the lateral contact point (i.e., the product of the muscle-tendon forces estimated by the 195 EMG-driven approach and the muscle-tendon moment arms relative to the lateral contact point 196 computed in OpenSim) and the unknown medial contact forces (Figure 2 ). The actions of the 197 collateral ligaments were neglected. This process was repeated at every time step. The same 198 approach was used to determine the lateral contact forces, where the muscle-tendon forces were 199 the same, but the external adduction/abduction moments and muscle moment arms were 200 determined about the medial condyle contact point. 201
Data analysis 202
Joint contact force predictions generated by the four different OpenSim models for the three 203 different cost functions were analysed. Using these predicted results, the performance of each 204 model and cost function combination was assessed using the RMS error between and lower bounds of the CIs, we assumed that differences existed in the prediction accuracies 209 from the different conditions. We also compared the moments arms estimated by the different 210 models to those published previously (Buford et al. 1997; Grood et al. 1984; Sobczak et al. 2013; hip and ankle joints each set at 0° flexion. Finally, we examined how changes in moment arms 213 across the different models affected muscle forces estimates in gait for selected major muscles. 214 reproduce the net flexion/extension moments for any of the models and conditions. 220 The accuracy of predicted medial contact forces was improved by using the subject-specific knee 229 geometry. The subject-specific knee geometry models had medial contact forces estimates closer 230 to in vivo measurements ( Figure 3B ). Interestingly, use of the subject-specific kinematics did not 231 improve estimates of medial and lateral contact forces. 232
The moment arms estimated using the SS-Geom & SS-Kin and G-Geom & G-Kin models were 233 within the range of moment arms obtained from experiment (Buford et al. 1997; Grood et al. 234 1984; Sobczak et al. 2013; Spoor et al. 1992 ) for most of the muscles except for the quadriceps 235 muscle group (Figure 6 ). The estimated moment arms ( Figure 7B and D) and the muscle forces 236 ( Figure 7A and C) during gait were also different depending on the model used, although the 237 shapes of the muscle force curves were similar ( Figure 7A and C) . 238 neuromusculoskeletal modelling approach. We hypothesized that subject-specific knee joint 243 geometry and/or subject-specific knee joint kinematics would improve the accuracy of medial and 244 lateral contact force predictions compared to using a generic model. The subject-specific knee 245 joint geometric model improved the accuracy of estimated medial contact forces over the generic 246 geometric model only when cost function terms involving knee contact forces were included 247 during the calibration process. Therefore, our findings suggest that accurate joint geometry may 248 be necessary to obtain close agreement between predicted and experimental medial knee joint 249 contact forces. However, accurate geometry is not sufficient as muscle-tendon parameters also 250 have to be adjusted to obtain the best possible agreement by minimizing peak of contact forces 251 during the calibration process. 252
In this study, estimation of muscle forces was based on subject-specific muscle activation patterns 253
derived from recorded EMG. Lin et al. (2010) solved the problem of muscle redundancy by using 254 optimization to estimate knee joint contact forces. Whereas their method required an optimization 255 process to estimate contact forces, the EMG-driven approach could be used to predict muscle and 256 joint forces without optimization after completing an optimization-based calibration process, 257 allowing the approach to be used for real-time applications. Furthermore, even though Lin and 258 colleagues found close agreement with in vivo contact force measurements, they found different 259 muscle force patterns depending on the optimization function employed. Use of EMG data 260 constrained the solution space to reflect individual muscle activation patterns better. For this 261 reason, in our study, the use of different cost functions during the EMG-driven model calibration 262 process mainly affected the amplitudes of the muscle forces but not their shapes (Figure 6 ). Since 263 Lin et al. (2010) modeled muscles as pure force generators without activation dynamics, and 264 contraction dynamics, they achieved a better fit to in vivo measurements than in the present study. 265
Nonetheless, we believe that using EMG data as model inputs provides better physiological 266 estimation of muscle forces. 267
When the models were calibrated with cost function terms involving the joint contact forces, the 268 generic geometric model produced higher muscle forces and overestimated medial contact forces 269 compared to the subject-specific geometric model. This result is because the subject-specific 270 geometry affected the moment arms and forces of several muscles ( Figure 6 ) due changes in 271 muscle-tendon paths and in the position of the knee joint centre. The larger extension moment 272 arms led to lower muscle forces and thus lower contact forces as observed in the estimated medial 273 contact force. These observations may explain the tendency of previous models to overestimateIn the subject-specific geometric model, each muscle-tendon path was adjusted manually, which 276 may have introduced some errors. Advanced statistical analysis is needed to investigate the 277 influence of variation introduced by manual adjustment. This manual step could be avoided by 278 using magnetic resonance imaging and/or ultrasonography, although, using medical imaging does 279 not guarantee accurate moment arm estimations due to the sensitivity of the methods to the 280 positions of the muscles origins and insertions (Pal et al., 2007) . Nevertheless, except for the 281 quadriceps muscle groups, the muscle moment arms estimated by G-Geom & G-Kin and SS-282
Geom & SS-Kin models were within the range of those reported in experimental studies (Grood et 283 al., 1984; Spoor et al. 1992; Buford et al. 1997; Sobczak et al. 2013) . At least for the subject-284 specific model, the larger quadriceps moment arms could be explained by the knee prosthesis 285 design. Specifically, the native patella has an added button that articulates with the femoral 286 component in order to increase the quadriceps moment arms and reduce the quadriceps force 287
( Figure 7C and D), thereby reducing joint contact forces (Browne et al., 2005) . Nevertheless, 288 further investigation is required to understand the influence of subject-specific bone geometry on 289 the estimation of knee contact forces for healthy individuals as the knee prosthesis changes knee 290
geometry. 291
Calibration of EMG-driven models is usually based on minimization of the difference between the 292 joint moments computed by the model and by inverse dynamics . In our 293 study, using this approach led to large errors in estimates of knee joint contact forces. Not 294 surprisingly, using in vivo knee contact force measurements during calibration considerably 295 reduced contact force errors compared to the use of the knee joint moment alone. However, in 296 vivo measurements of joint contact forces are rarely available. The calibration process that 297 minimized the estimated peak contact forces, without use of in vivo measurements, improved the 298 accuracy of contact force predictions compared to use of only the knee flexion/extension moment. 299
Furthermore, this approach produced comparable accuracy to calibrations that employed the in 300 vivo measurements. This improvement is directly related to the different values of model 301 parameters adjusted during the calibration process. Among all model parameters, muscle strength 302 coefficients were affected the most by the different calibration cost functions, though not by the 303 choice of knee geometric model. Strength coefficients were used to scale maximal isometric force 304 according to muscle group (knee flexor, knee extensor and knee flexor-ankle dorsiflexor) and 305 ranged between 0.5 and 2.5. The additional cost functions that improved joint contact force 306 estimates led to lower strength coefficients for all muscle groups compared to the use of only the13 knee joint moment during the calibration process. Lower strength coefficients could be explained 308 by decreased muscle force with aging. 309
Despite improvements made by using subject-specific knee geometry, the EMG-driven approach 310 did not predict the in vivo knee contact forces as closely as desired. Several reasons for this 311 discrepancy are possible. We focused on subject-specific knee geometry and kinematics, but other 312 muscle-tendon model parameter values can influence muscle force estimates. In the EMG-driven 313 approach, even though muscle-tendon model parameters are calibrated, the solution space remains 314 large due to the presence of muscle redundancy. Thus, calibrated parameter values may not 315 represent the true subject-specific muscle-tendon properties. Li et al. (2009) have shown that the 316 use of subject-specific muscle optimal fibre lengths and pennation angles improved the prediction 317 of elbow movement for healthy individuals and individuals post-stroke. Furthermore, in the 318 current study, the mechanical properties of tendon were generic whereas Gerus et al. (2012) have 319 shown that use of subject-specific tendon force-strain relationships can influence the estimation of 320 muscle force. 321
The current study suggests that for an EMG-driven modeling approach, the calibration cost 322 function plays a large role in obtaining appropriate muscle-tendon model parameter values. We 323 also used the measured contact force data to evaluate the best calibration, which is a potential 324 limitation of our study. Further research is needed to determine the calibration cost functions that 325 produce the best estimates of joint contact forces, without resorting to the measured contact 326
forces. In the current and other studies (Kumar et al., 2012; Winby et al., 2009) , the calibration 327 cost functions used only the knee flexion/extension moment, whereas additional external 328 measurements such as hip and ankle joint moments are also available. Some knee muscles are bi-329 articular and exert moments at the hip or ankle. The use of additional degrees of freedom in the 330 calibration process would allow better constraining the EMG-dependent muscle force estimates 331 while reducing the model's parameter solution space (Sartori et al., 2012) . Furthermore, while 332 EMG-driven approaches possess notable advantages over optimization methods, EMG 333 measurements contain errors due to cross-talk from surrounding muscles, electrode placement, 334
and impedance between the muscle and the electrode. EMG measurements are also limited to the 335 use of surface electrodes, or to very specific sites using fine-wire EMG, and recording EMG from 336 deep muscles is generally problematic. Combining calibration of an EMG-driven approach with 337 subsequent optimization to adjust EMG-derived muscle activations (i.e. EMG-assisted 338 optimization methods) may offer a solution to these issues for non-real-time applications. Another [ ] (Buford et al., 1997; Grood et al., 1984; Sobczak et al. 2013; Spoor et al. 1992) for knee flexion angles from 0° to 100°, and with hip and ankle joints each set at 0° flexion. 
